Deep neural network models have recently draw lots of attention, as it consistently produce impressive results in many computer vision tasks such as image classification, object detection, etc. However, interpreting such model and show the reason why it performs quite well becomes a challenging question. In this paper, we propose a novel method to interpret the neural network models with attention mechanism. Inspired by the heatmap visualization, we analyze the relation between classification accuracy with the attention based heatmap. An improved attention based method is also included and illustrate that a better classifier can be interpreted by the attention based heatmap.
Introduction
With the development of deep learning, various of deep neural networks consistently show their capabilities on different computer vision tasks. However, neural network based methods are hard to interpret and often treated as a blackbox. To better understand the network and the reason why it perform well, model interpretability and visualization of a neural network are increasingly crucial, as it can not only explain why the network can learn features to make each prediction, but also make it to be interpretable to diagnose the networks and optimize network architectures.
In this paper, we propose a new aspect to interpret the neural network models. The proposed method can visualize feature representations and diagnose networks to optimize the representation learning. It combines feature representation visualization of neural networks and attention mechanism. By showing the visualization of feature heatmap under different attention mechanism setup and their corresponding image classification accuracy, we can interpret the relation between them and better understand the key issues which affect the performance of the deep neural network based models.
As summarized in survey (Zhang and Zhu 2018) , there are many different ways to explain the neural network. Visual interpretability can be classified into six different directions, such as visualization, diagnosis, building explainable models, etc. In this paper, we focus on visualization and diagnosis of CNN representations. The mainstream method of visualizing the model is to make use of the gradient to estimate the relation between the appearance of images with the unit score (Zeiler and Fergus 2014) . Beyond visualization, One type of methods is to interpret the most salient portions of input image by creating a heatmap (Bach et al. 2015; Zhou et al. 2016) . (Zhou et al. 2018 ) further analyze the network by introducing decomposition basis based on the heatmap and visualize the internal representations of a network, which can be treated as evidence of sensitivity of the most salient parts of images. (Zhang, Wu, and Zhu 2017) propose an interpretable covolutional neural network which is able to clarify knowledge representations in high convolutional layers of the CNN. In this paper, we apply the attention mechanism to analyze the relation between the heatmap and the classification accuracy.
Similar to the human perception process (Mnih et al. 2014 ), Attention mechanism is important for guiding bottom-up feed forward process with top information. The top-down attention mechanism has also been applied in image classification, such as sequential process (Mnih et al. 2014; Anne Hendricks et al. 2016; Xu et al. 2015) , region proposal (Fu, Zheng, and Mei 2017; Xiao et al. 2015) and control gates, which capture different kinds of attention in a goal-driven way. Comparing to these methods, bottom-up top-down structure of feed forward attention (Wang et al. 2017; Newell, Yang, and Deng 2016; Fu, Zheng, and Mei 2017) has been applied to explicitly focus location of interest and explores relative information and achieves good results. In (Wang et al. 2017) , mixed attention mechanism is built by stacking attention models multiple times, which separately generates attention masks. In (Fu, Zheng, and Mei 2017) , a recurrent attention network is used to locate the discriminative area recurrently for better classification performance.
Attention based heatmap has been applied to benefit selfdriving cars(steering control) (Kim and Canny 2017) . Different from this work which follows the Encoder-Decoder technique to generate attention map to guide steering control, in this paper, we focus on visualizing the internal feature representation of a common image classification network, i.e., Inception-v1 (Szegedy et al. 2015) and diagnosing the attention of the region of interest(ROI) for optimizing learning representative features.
Method and Experiment
In this paper, we identify the evidence for image classification by creating a semantically interpretable heatmap of the internal features of a network. Examples are as shown in Figure 1 . Noted that the most sensitive regions in the heatmap, indicating by warmest colour, are related to the most salient parts of input. It interprets the focus of a network that whether it takes the best attention on the relative ROI and makes use of context information. This is similar to attention mechanism, which is not only formulated as a selector to focus on the location of ROI but also used to enhance different representations of salient portions of input. Inspired by this observation, in this paper, we aim to interpret the network model by first visualizing the network with a heatmap, and then diagnosing the capability of a common image classifier by attention mechanism.
In order to interpret the evidence that a network applies to make a classification decision, we need visualization of the heatmaps of different layers in the network model. As different layers response to different intensity, the reason why the network make a confident decision can be analyzed by viewing the sensitivities in heatmaps of different layers. As shown in Figure 2 , the heatmap of bottom layers with less semantic information interprets more attention on low-level features, while the heatmap of top layers with more semantic information shows more high-level attention on the most salient portions.
As studied in previous work about attention mechanism (Mnih et al. 2014; Xu et al. 2015; Anne Hendricks et al. 2016) , the attention ability of a network for salient portions affects the capabilities of a network for making an accurate decision in consistent with the visualized heatmaps. If the network pays more attention on salient portions with ROI, the heatmaps show high sensitivity in the corresponding region and vice versa.
In this paper, we propose an attention based network for further comparison. In the proposed network, an unified bottom-up top-down structure is used to build sharable attention mechanism. Different scale of atttentions are created by generating different attention masks from the sharable structure. In a bit detail, two 1x1 convolutional layers are added from the structure, followed by sigmoid activation. For simplicity, we visualize mid-level of feature maps for illustration. As shown in Figure 3 , the first column is the original images. The second column is original heatmaps based on Inception-v1 (Szegedy et al. 2015) while the third column is heatmaps of a network with attention mechanism (Wang et al. 2017) . Inspired by original heatmaps visualization, we enhance attention mechanism to optimize network by building a sharable structure. Attention mask is created with sigmoid activation function and then multiplied with original heatmap. The fourth column is heatmaps of the proposed network with better attention mechanism which we include a shareable attention mechanism.
As shown in Table 1 , with attention mechanism, the image classifier can gain better performance. Noted that the result of our method is combining sharable attention mechanism and atrous convolution. As shown in Figure 3 , we can observe that the attention-based method which can obtain most important part(warmer colour) of the ROI can get better result(Inception-v1 vs. RAN-92), even through RAN-92 got more 'noise' comparing to Inception-v1. Our method with a shareable attention network can obtain important features with less 'noise' and have the best performance. We can conclude that visualizing heatmap of a network shows whether it pays close attention on salient parts. Also, involving attention mechanism can benefit learning representative features of ROI for better focusing on salient portions. It is an interpretable way to compare original features to attention-focused features by creating heatmaps as visualization of feature representations.
We also design an experiment to verify the effects of Table 1 . To compare the effects, we visualize heatmaps of feature representations in these three stages for verification. As shown in Figure 4 , the sensitivity of heatmaps shows that adding attention mechanism at different stages brings different effects. It can be concluded from heatmaps in early stage that attention supervision information is critical for focusing on ROI at early stage of a network. As shown in second column of Figure 4 , adding attention information at early stage can provide important attention with less noise. Additionally, we compare the accuracy of classification with attention mechanism at different stages. As shown in Table 2 , it consistently shows improvements of adding attention mechanism at early stage of a network. 
Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper, we visualize the internal feature representations of a network, i.e., Inception-v1 (Szegedy et al. 2015) to interpret the capability of a network by creating heatmaps within different layers. Inspired by heatmap visualization, we bridge the connection between the attention mechanism and visualization of heatmap by creating attention masks. It guides to diagnose the focus of salient parts and optimize the ability of a network for learning representative features. By introducing a shareable attention network, we observe that adding attention mechanism in the early stage provide the best attention based heatmap which leads to the best performance in image classification task. We conclude that the attention based heatmap with best results should confidently have the most salient area(warmer colour) with less 'noise'. The work in this paper remains lots of future work, for example, we will try to exploit attention loss and reduce FLOPs of our method, etc.
